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Will JPY remain weak in 2022 too? 

As a basic scenario for USDJPY in 2022, we think it is reasonable to assume the pair will 

remain solid with a range of around 110–118. Yen short positions are being built up mainly by 

leveraged investors, such as hedge funds, creating a potential risk that USDJPY could fall 

back on an adjustment of those positions. In that scenario, the currency pair’s downside falls 

to 108 or even lower. With quite ample market liquidity, however, the current environment 

looks less likely to trigger an adjustment of such accumulated JPY short positions easily. A 

shift to that risk scenario likely would need to be preceded by the clear emergence of a risk-off 

market, such as US stocks falling below the 200-day MA, an event that we did not see in 2021. 

Figure 1 shows the long-term trend of JPY’s real effective exchange rate (REER). As the graph 

shows, the JPY REER is in a long downtrend that began in the mid-1990s and in recent years has 

remained in a low range not seen since the 1980s. In our recognition, there are three structural 

changes for this pro-longed depreciation of the REER. First is the aging of Japan’s population that is 

causing the halt in the increase of domestic savings. Second is the deterioration in Japan's relative 

position in the international economy (Japan’s international competitiveness) with China and Asian 

countries emerging as industrialized nations over the past few decades. Third is the diminished home 

bias of Japanese investors as the development of information technology (IT) has enabled them to be 

more active in investing in overseas markets. 

Importantly, these structural factors are affecting Japan's international balance of payments (BoP) and 

have brought about a change in the actual supply-demand environment for Japan’s currency. This 

change is most notable in (1) the deterioration of Japan’s trade balance, (2) the expansion of its 

foreign direct investment (FDI), and (3) an increase in its foreign portfolio investment (FPI). The REER 

weakness is becoming a social topic in Japan recently, and "bad JPY depreciation" talks are taking 

place. However, with these structural changes and the deterioration of the BoP, we think the long-

term downtrend seen in the JPY REER is rational and will continue in the long-term view point. 

Indeed, BoJ Governor Haruhiko Kuroda has repeatedly indicated lately that he welcomed the JPY 

weakening. 

Figure 2 presents our estimate of the BoP factors affecting JPY supply-demand. According to BoP 

rules, a surplus or deficit in a country’s current account (CA) can be offset by a deficit or surplus in its 

financial account (FA), helping to keep the overall BoP balance near zero, with errors and omissions 

(and sometimes foreign currency reserves) used to adjust any remaining surplus or deficit. However, 

JPY supply-demand includes transactions that do not involve FX transactions, so even when the 

international BoP balance is zero nominally, excess JPY selling or buying may occur.  

According to our calculations, excess JPY selling expanded to a monthly average of more than 

JPY2tn during 2020 Q1, and excess sales continued to Q3 2020. During that period, overseas 

investors’ sale of Japanese assets, especially Japanese stocks, expanded greatly with the COVID-19 

pandemic breaking out. Nonetheless, USDJPY remained in a gradual downtrend from March through 

December 2020. During this period, there evidently was a move to hedge their portfolios among real 

money investors to create long positions in safe-haven currencies such as JPY and CHF. JPY buying 

in such off-balance sheet transactions appears to have been one of the undercurrents supporting 

JPY’s appreciation against USD in 2020.  

However, the unexpected rise in US interest rates in Q1 2021 prompted the unwinding of such long 

positions, triggering an unexpected JPY depreciation early 2021. At that time, BoP related JPY 

supply-demand (on-balance transactions) actually turned to excess JPY buying, which continued until 

Q2 2021. However, excess JPY buying ended in Q3 2021 before it could fully absorb the JPY 

depreciation pressure that had been built up by the large excess in JPY sales in 2020.  
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Figure 1. JPY REER (Real Effective Exchange Rate) 

 
 
Figure 2. JPY supply-demand outline (JPY buying/selling estimation in Japan’s BoP) 
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This JPY supply-demand environment might have affected USDJPY by changing its sensitivity to the 

US-Japan yield spreads. Figure 3 graphs the long-term trends in USDJPY and the yield spread on 

10yr USTs and JGBs. After COVID-19 struck in 2020, the yield on 10yr USTs temporarily fell below 

0.5%. Despite the US-Japan 10yr yield spread narrowing to a record low consequently, USDJPY 

failed to break below 100, and the currency pair remained at a high level relative to the yield spread. 

When the yield spread shank to the same level during the early 1990s and the early 2010s, USDJPY 

fell to around 80 and 75 respectively.  

In 2021, a widening yield spread has driven USD up against JPY, even while the gap between the two 

items has remained large. In the latter half of 2021 in particular, the FX rate’s sensitivity to the yield 

spread has become even stronger. In our understanding, while high crude oil prices have inflated the 

cost of Japan’s imports and increased its USD buying demand, supply-chain havoc has depressed its 

export volume. The absence of USD sellers appears to have made USDJPY more sensitive to the 

widening yield spread created by the rise in UST yields in the meantime. Against such a backdrop, 

USDJPY reached 115 in November. 

However, since late November, when the emergence of the omicron variant sent crude oil prices 

downward, USDJPY sensitivity to the US-Japan yield spread has dullened. While the dominant 

market view is that omicron will not become a particularly serious problem, expectations for monetary 

tightening by the Fed and other central banks are strengthening, and corrections in the crude oil 

prices and other resources appear to be occurring. Meanwhile, Japan's industrial production, which 

was suppressed by the global supply chain turmoil in Q3 2021, is expected to recover rapidly in the 

months ahead (Figure 4). We believe such a production and export recovery is also contributing to 

USDJPY’s weaker sensitivity to the yield spread. 

 

Figure 3. USDJPY and UST/JGB 10yr yield spread 
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Figure 4. Japan: Export (SA), Industrial production 

Meanwhile, moves by Japanese life insurers and other domestic investors must be becoming an 

important factor once again. While the JPY REER as shown in Figure 1 is trending in its lowest range 

since the 1980s, a growing number of Japanese companies and investors think the Japanese 

currency is becoming undervalued (USDJPY is becoming overvalued). Figure 5 shows the trends in 

the USDJPY spot and its 10yr forward rate. Considering USDJPY’s absolute level and the US-Japan 

yield differential, we regard the forward rate as a good indicator of the entire appeal of USD assets for 

Japanese investors. The forward rate climbed up to around 96 during Q4 2021, while its peak in 2015 

was 98. At that time, the USDJPY spot also peaked at around 125 and suddenly fell to around 100 in 

early 2016. This is a reason why we don’t expect a rise in USDJPY beyond around 118 in 2022. 

Based on our own flow index, leveraged investors, such as hedge funds, have been building up their 

yen-short positions since early 2021 (Figure 6). Meanwhile, real money investors have been building 

up USD long positions. Though position adjustments are less likely in the current highly liquid market 

environment, we should keep an eye on the potential risk for JPY buybacks and USD sellbacks on 

some unexpected risk off events, such as US shares falling below the 200d MA, as the risk scenario. 

Without any major accumulated short position in other G10 currencies, we suspect a strong currency 

appreciation due to position unwinding under a serious risk-off environment could occur with the JPY 

only. Though, it remains a risk scenario with us. 

We remain bullish with the USD overall, especially towards the beginning of the Fed’s rate hikes that 

is supposed early 2022. With the low risk of the monetary tightening to depress the US economy and 

equity markets meanwhile, the chance of the risk scenario to be materialized should be low, and we 

believe USDJPY will likely renew its YTD high of around 115.5 registered in late November in the 

meantime. The break of the YTD high of around 115.5 will extend the upside scope toward 118, as 

mentioned above. Though, we suppose the JPY’s sensitivity to the rate differentials will lower as 

Japan’s exports recover, and we see the accumulated JPY short positions as a potential factor to 

boost the Japanese currency on an unexpected risk-off event. In other world, it will be natural to 

suppose the JPY will remain weak overall for a while under the basic scenario that the present 

modest market condition will continue, while we might need to acknowledge a potential risk of the JPY 

bounce too under a risk scenario. 
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Figure 5. USDJPY spot & 10yr forward rate 

Figure 6. CitiFX Position Index (200-day accumulation) 
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